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MAPPING FROM AIRPHOTOS TO DETERMINE

DISTURBANCE IN STREANSIDE LAND USE

Abs tract

High resolution land use/land cover information from
stream riparian areas is useful in understanding instream
biotic assemblages, and is often not available for
geographical research. A classification system was developed
which provides the types of information about the riparian
buffer thought to be important in providing good habitat for,
or disturbing the habitat of, aquatic biota. Using this
classification, large scale airphotos of fifteen western
Oregon streams were interpreted. These lines were digitized
using MDSD, which removes airphoto distortion. Stream buffers
were created using ARC/INFO, and linear and areal totals were
determined for each stream. This land use/land cover
information was then used to create a list of streams which
lie on a continuum from least to most anthropogenically
disturbed.

INTRODUCTION

Study Objective

This study was designed to quantify the relationship

between the amount of anthropogenic development or disturbance

in a landscape and composition of the instream biotic

assemblage. The amount of anthropogenic development will be

determined by using land use/land cover data from large scale

airphotos incorporated into a geographic information system

(GIS). The primary objective is to make quantitative

measurements of the existing land use/land cover along fifteen

study stream segments, and analyze these results to draw

conclusions about regional landscape disturbance patterns.

These results will be used to arrange these stream segments

along a continuum from least to most disturbed. This study

was developed in conjuction with the OSU/EPA Stream Pilot

Study, and the airphotos and stereoscope were provided by the
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Environmental Monitoring and Assessment Program Surface

Waters component (EMAP-SW) of the USEPA Environmental Research

Lab Corvallis.

Site Selection, Scale of Study

In 1992, stream segments were chosen for the OSU/EPA

Stream Pilot using a systematic grid placed on a 1:250,000

topographic map in a manner which obtained a random selection.

All sites are between 44 and 45 degrees North latitude (Eugene

and Salem), and west of the ridge of the Cascade Mountains,

and including the Willamette Valley (see Figure 1). Study

streams are stratified into two sizes, small, which are

defined as first order streams on 1:100,000 scale USGS maps,

and medium, which are second or third order streams on the

same maps. Streams were eliminated if they were intermittent

or not wadeable. The length of the stream reach was based on

a multiple of the width of the wetted channel. Stream reaches

are between 160 and 720 meters long (Table 1). Mack and

Lookout Ck. were chosen to compare study results with the

results of many other studies available; they are in H.J.

Andrews Experimental Forest.

Willamette

Beaver Cr.
Muddy Cr.,
Camous Cr.
Muddy Cr.,

Table 1. Western Oregon Study Streams

Length Slope Ownership

(m.) (%)

Valley Large Streams

450
Findley 500

360
Coburg 507

Willamette Valley Small Streams

Pringle Cr. (Fairview Home)
Smallman Cr.
Reese Cr.

Cascade Mountain Large Streams

Ennis Cr.

0.2 Private
0.1 Natl. Wildl. Ref.
0.4 Private
0.6 Private

180 1.9 State of Oregon
330 0.3 Private
390 0.3 Private

300 3.3 Private



S. Fk. Crabtree Cr.
Lookout Cr.
N. Fk. Gate Cr.

Cascade Mountain Small Streams

Walker Cr.
Black Cr.
Calapooia R. Trib.
Potts Cr. Trib.
Mack Cr.

ri

480 4.6 Private
720 1.8 Andrews Res. For.
560 2.2 Private

180 8.1 Three Sisters Wildern.
240 6.6 Private
160 17.7 Private
200 8.7 Private
240 8.9 Andrews Res. For.

A hierarchical model of stream systems has been described

and characterized for the purposes of selecting representative

sampling sites, interpreting information from these sites, and

analyzing information for purposes of assessment of past and

future conditions (Frissell et al., 1986). This stream

classification system consists of five nested classes:

watershed, stream system, segment, reach, pool/riffle, and

microhabitat. Stream habitat can be studied at any of these

scales, depending on the purpose of the study. However, it is

important to remember during the course of the study the

influences of factors at each different scale. For example,

this study was done at the stream reach scale. Yet the

influences of variables at the watershed scale are important,

e.g., climate, topography, current land use, and vegetation.

The stream reach scale is "a useful scale for describing

medium- and long-term effects of human activities in streams

(Frissell et al., 1986)." This scale is often used by fishery

biologists and aquatic ecologists to describe community

composition, and stream reaches are visible on large scale

airphotos (Frissell et al., 1986).

After the scale of the study was determined, the next

question to be answered was how large of an area was needed to

obtain land use/land cover information. In other words, how

far away from the stream did the influence of land use/land

cover on instream fisheries and macroinvertebrates extend?

A decision was made to include land use/land cover data
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within a 250 meter buffer perpendicular to the stream segment,

plus two segment lengths upstream and one length downstream.

Very few similar studies have been done, and this decision was

made partially after discussions with P. Kaufmann and B.

Hughes, both knowledgable aquatic ecologists. Other studies

have used various buffer widths. In a study which relates

land use/land cover patterns with instream chemistry

variables, four buffer widths, 100, 200, 400, and 1000 ft.

(from 30 to 305 rn.), were used (Osborne and Wiley, 1988).

Detenbeck et al. (1993) in lake water quality studies used

land use/land cover data from a 200 meter buffer and also from

the entire watershed. In another study which relates land use

to stream macroinvertebrates, Richards and Host (1994)

designed their study using a 100 m. buffer and also the entire

watershed.

Geographic Characterization of Sites

Sites were chosen from two ecoregions in western Oregon,

the Willamette Valley and western Cascades, according to

Omernik's ecoregion classification (Omernik and Gallant,

1986) . Seven of the study stream sites are located in the

Willamette Valley, nine in the western Cascades. In the

Willamette Valley the terrain is very flat, much of the area

is floodplain of the Willamette River and its tributaries.

Average annual precipitation is 102 cm., and elevation ranges

from 129 m. at Eugene to 50 m. at Salem, the southern and

northern extent of this study. The predominant land use is

agriculture, with rye grass seed and other seed crops, grains,

vegetables, fruit, berries, and mint growing well here. Most

of the landscape is either agriculture or urban, with a few

narrow strips of natural vegetation adjoining sections of

streams, rivers, or freeways. Streams in this ecoregion are

low gradient and usually meandering. Willamette Valley

streams often flood in the winter, but due to summer drought

irrigation is necessary for most crops. Many of the streams

have been channelized to increase the amount of land suitable



for crops, and many have a reduced flow due to water

withdrawal for irrigation (Omernik and Gallant, 1986).

Natural vegetation in the Willamette Valley today

consists of infrequent Oregon white oak groves, which are

sometimes found with Douglas fir, grand fir, and bigleaf

maple. Along the riparian areas, Oregon ash, black

cottonwood, red and white alder, willow species, and Oregon

white oak are found (Franklin and Dyrness, 1973). Two notable

preserves of natural vegetation are the William L. Finley

National Wildlife Refuge, through which Muddy Ck., a study

stream, runs, and the Willamette River Greenway along the

Willamette River.

In stark contrast, land use in the adjacent Cascades

Ecoregion is mainly harvestable timber, and a quick look at

the airphotos of the region shows the forest in many stages of

reforestation after timber harvest. The forests here are

dense and very productive. Natural land cover is conifer

forests; western hemlock and western red-cedar are thought to

be the climax species. However, most of the region has been

logged and replanted with Douglas fir, and Douglas fir is the

predominant species, growing well alongside western hemlock,

western redcedar, noble fir, Pacific silver fir, and western

white pine. Riparian species include red alder, vine maple,

and bigleaf maple. Other land uses include some small urban

and mining areas.

The Cascades Ecoregion is characterized by high

mountains; elevation varies from 600 to 2100 m. across most of

the ecoregion. On the western slopes orographic uplift

provides an annual precipitation of from 127 to 254 cm.

Valleys are deeply dissected, and run from east to west, with

stream networks draining into the Willamette Valley. There

are many perennial streams in this ecoregion; stream density

can be 2.4 to 3.2 km. of perennial streams per 2.59 sq. km.

(Omernik and Gallant, 1986). Landslides and erosional events

are not uncommon here due to a combination of factors: roads
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cut across steep slopes, large clearcuts, pyroclastic soils

prone to mass soil movements, and heavy rain and rain-on-snow

events. The Willamette National Forest covers much of this

region. Oregon State University manages the H.J. Andrews

Experimental Forest, and two of the study streams are located

within its boundaries: Mack and Lookout Ck.

BACKGROUND - - LITERATURE REVIEW

Land Use/Land Cover Mapping

Mapping information from air photos is one way of

summarizing data about the riparian physical habitat to

compare with other riparian areas and to correlate with

presence of biotic assemblages such as fish and

macroinvertebrates. But what structure should be used to map

this information? Land use/land cover maps offer the most

appropriate format in which to map pertinent landscape

information. The term land use can be defined as "man's

activities on land which are directly related to the land

(Clawson and Stewart, 1965)," while land cover describes "the

vegetational and artificial constructions covering the land

surface (Burley, 1971) ." P0 (1986) divides land cover into

three classes: physical structures build by mankind, biotic

phenomena (natural vegetation, agricultural crops, etc.), and

development of any kind.

Obviously land use and land cover are closely related.

The interpreter, looking at the response of the land cover on

the imagery, "uses patterns, tones, textures, shapes, and site

associations to derive information about land use activities

from what is basically information about land cover (Anderson

et al., 1976)." So we can often derive information from an

airphoto about various aspects of mankind's usage of the

environment, such as ownership, type of activity, or land

quality.

The extensive "Land Use and Land Cover Classification

System for Use with Remote Sensor Data" was published in 1976



(Anderson et al.), and has remained a standard format for

other systems ever since. It was developed for the entire

United States as a hierarchical system, with two levels fully

described. Land use/land cover of the United States has been

mapped at the 1:250,000 scale by the United States Geological

Survey (USGS) based on this classification, however, the

information is mostly from the 1970's.

The Anderson classification system is a resource-oriented

system, and can be used for different purposes and with

different scales of imagery since it has two levels of detail.

For a project which needs more detailed information, larger

scale imagery is used, either with the level II

classification, or by subdividing the level II categories into

a level III classification using project criteria. USGS

criteria for a successful land use and land cover

classification system are reproduced from Avery and Berlin

(1992) in Table 2.

Table 2. Classification Criteria

1. Interpretation accuracy in the identification of land use
and land cover categories from remote sensor data should
be 85 percent or greater.

2. The accuracy of interpretation for the several categories
should be about equal.

3. Repeatable or repetitive results should be obtainable from
one interpreter to another and from one sensing time to
another.

4. The classification system should be applicable over
extensive areas.

5. The categorization should permit vegetation and other
types of land cover to be used as surrogates for
activity.

6. The classification system should be suitable for use with
remote sensor data obtained at different times of the
year.

7. Effective use of subcategories that can be obtained from
ground surveys or from the use of larger-scale or
enhanced remote sensor data should be possible.

8. Aggregation of categories must be possible.
9. Comparison with future land use data should be possible.
10. Multiple uses of land should be recognized when possible.



One of the major purposes of creating a land use/land

cover map is for planning agencies to determine changes in

land use over time, and to predict future patterns and rates

of change. This was one of the many purposes W.P. MacConnell

stated in his study which mapped land use for the entire

states of Massachusetts and Rhode Island at a 1:24,000 scale

in both 1951 and 1971 (MacConnell, 1975). Other purposes are

to provide land use/land cover maps for watershed managers,

foresters, wildlife biologists, and resource planners, "to

develop visual-aesthetic criteria for describing the scenic

quality of the vegetative and land-use types spread on the

landscape, and to study urban growth and decay, especially the

situation in the urban-agriculture or urban-forest interface

(MacConnell, 1975)." He used 1:20,000 scale panchromatic

film, "leaf-on" photography which was aquired when the

hardwoods were in leaf. The detailed hierarchical

classification system provided 104 classes: 22 types of Urban

Land, for example. More recently, MacConnell and colleagues

mapped land use for the Cape Cod area both in 1984/85 and in

1990. The 104 classes were consolidated into 21, and these 21

classes were digitised from all years for the Massachusetts

Geographic Information System (MassGIS) (MacConnell et al.,

1991), moving these studies into the GIS age.

There have been several recently published reports which

document efforts to use airphotos to characterize the riparian

landscape. Somers et al. (1991) are evaluating the use of

airphotos to "quantify watershed and stream conditions and

upland disturbance indicators," as well as to "evaluate the

influences of land use and watershed condition on riparian

canopy and stream channel conditions." They are using both

1:12,000 and 1:40,000 scale photos to delineate riparian

canopy opening, vegetation type and successional stage, roads,

landslides, channel unit, channel gradient, and hydrography

for three watersheds in Washington. An analytical

stereoplotter, the AP-190, manufactured by Carto Instruments,
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Inc., is being used for the photointerpretation, digitising,

and georeferencing and rectification process. The digitized

maps will become several layers in a GIS, along with geology,

soils, and Public Land Survey layers.

Jensen, Ryel, and Platts (USDA Forest Service, 1989) have

done an extensive airphoto study of the N. Fork of the

Humboldt River in northern Nevada. A hierarchical

classification of riverine/riparian habitat has been developed

to assess nonpoint source impacts for use by land managers.

Large scale CIR photos (1:2,000 and 1:3,500) were used to

interpret landform and vegetation type, with 1:12,000 and

1:24,000 scale photos used for landtype association (glacial,

fluvial, or alluvial). Supplemental information consisted of

field data from 110 survey stations, data about stream,

channel, riparian, and fishery attributes, plus information

from topographic maps (Jensen et al., 1989).

In a subsequent similar report on a different watershed,

Platts, Ryel, and Jensen described the integrated concept of

their study which describes and maps upland and

riverine/riparian habitat from three perspectives: hydrology,

geology and biology. They have used airphotos to map valley

bottom type, valley bottom state (based on channel

morphology), landforms, vegetation type, upland vegetation

among others, using a complex classification system with seven

heirarchical levels. "Riparian/riverine habitats" are areas

of similar natural or achievable states; "riparian types" are

areas of similar existing states (Rocky Mtn. Elk Foundation,

1994) . This type of classification, which includes many types

of interrelated environmental data, will be most helpful to

land managers in determining condition, planning for multiple

land uses, and evaluating land management practices (Rocky

Mtn. Elk Foundation et al., 1994).

In comparison to Landsat thematic mapper (TM) data, SPOT

multispectral data and SPOT panchromatic data, aerial

photographs were found to be most accurate and least expensive
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in developing land cover maps for small watersheds (less than

141 sq. km.). This study was performed to provide data for

the Agricultural Nonpoint Source model for a watershed in

Kansas (Jakubauskas et al., 1992).

Mapping from Airphotos and Incorporation

of Airphoto Data into a GIS

Airphotos provide a wealth of detailed information about

the landscape, providing a map-like view of the land use and

land cover. But until a few years ago, it was a prohibitively

expensive process to purchase and use photogrammetric

instruments to create a planimetric or topographic map of an

area of interest. In addition, photogrammetrists were highly

specialized technicians, having had years of training.

Today due to the recent developments in the field of GIS,

environmental and resource scientists are looking desperately

for more detailed up-to-date land use/land cover data for an

important GIS database layer. Several PC-based

photogrammetric instruments are now available at a low cost,

developed for those with little or no photogramrnetry training.

One is the AP-l90, an analytical stereoplotter, and the other

is MDSD, "mono-digitizing stereo-digitizing," which is PC

software with which maps can be made from air photos. Both

are manufactured by Carto Instruments, Inc. With the AP-190,

which costs $40,000, one can create a planimetric or

topographic map with a high degree of accuracy, and one can

digitize directly into ARC/INFO format files. MDSD is far

less expensive ($1500), and can be used to create a

planimetrically correct map from airphotos or to revise

existing maps. It can use 35 mm or 22.5 x 22.5 cm. format

oblique or vertical photos. Although a DEM is required for

"digital monoplotting," if one is not available, MDSD can used

to create a DEM using a stereopair. The absolute accuracy

("expected exactness of locating a given point on the photo to

a surveyed ground position") for from 1:6,000 to 1:50,000

photo scales in the study reported was from 1.5 to 2.5 meters
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(Warner and Carson, 1992-3).

Use of GIS to Analyze Relationships between

Land Use/Land Cover and Biotic Assemblages

It has been only recently that scientists have studied

the effects of land use on instream processes. In 1980, a

study in Ontario compared aquatic insects in two streams in

adjacent watersheds, streams similar in size, climate and

geology. The major land use, agriculture, was at two

different levels of intensity. Results showed instream

biological, chemical and macroinvertebrate community

composition to be different. The more heavily agricultural

watershed had intermittent flow, higher water temperatures,

higher sediment and nutrient loads, and a distinctively

different macroinvertebrate assemblage (Dance and Hynes,

1980)

The use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) has

brought an exciting new level of spatial analysis to the

problem of assessing effects of land use on instream

processes. Using a GIS, one can create a corridor a specified

distance from both sides of a stream (a "buffer"), overlay the

buffered stream onto a map of land use/land cover, and then

produce land use summaries for the buffered area. Resulting

area figures are more accurate and obtained faster than the

dot grid or planimeter method of area calculations, and

further GIS analyses using the new map coverage are then

possible.

Osborne and Wiley (1988), using a modified version of

Anderson's classification with six classes, interpreted a

129,000 ha. watershed in Illinois using airphotos. The stream

network was buffered to create five nested buffers. The

objective of their study was to determine the empirical

relationships between land use/land cover patterns in Illinois

and instream nitrate and phosphorous concentrations. Water

chemistry variables were collected at 22 sites, and multiple

regression analysis was used to relate the land use/land cover
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data to the water chemistry variables. Spatial data included

not only land use/land cover data for differing distances from

the stream but also position in the watershed of each sampling

site. Results showed that urbanization has a much stronger

influence on instream phosphorus concentrations than

agricultural practices for each season, and most of the

variance associated with nitrate for 50% of the year was

explained (Osborne and Wiley, 1988).

Another study in which land use was correlated with water

quality took place in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area. Land

use/land cover information and water quality data were

collected from fifteen watersheds over the period from 1957 to

1987. The land use data were obtained from airphotos by

designating the dominant land use category within the U.S.

Public Land Survey quarter-quarter sections (-16 ha.), and

recording it on a grid placed on a 1:24,000 scale topographic

map. This enabled fairly fast photointerpretation from

different scales and different years of photography. This

information, plus digitised streams and watershed boundaries,

was entered into a raster-based GIS, and soils and topographic

databases were also imported. The GIS enabled many variables

to be created, including land use adjacent to streams and

wetlands, wetland location in the watershed, and eight

physical landscape characteristics. A "sequential comparison

index" quantified the diversity of land use along the stream.

Principal component analysis (PCA) and stepwise multiple

regression were used to reduce the number of landscape

variables (31) to eight principal components. The resulting

variables are not correlated with each other. Then, stepwise

multiple regression was used to identify characteristics most

related to water quality. One of the objectives of this study

was "to evaluate GIS as a means of describing the past and

present wetland mosaic for entire watersheds using parameters

relevant to their cumulative water quality function (Johnston

et al., 1988)." The authors found GIS to be not only a



successful but invaluable tool in accomplishing this

objective.

A recent study on eleven similar-sized watersheds near

Lake Superior investigated relationships between land use

patterns, stream physical habitat, and macroinvertebrate

assemblages. USGS 1:250,000 land use/land cover digital data

(LUDA) were used, data with a minimum mapping unit of sixteen

16 ha., but four ha. in urban areas. Categories of physical

habitat sampled were channel morphology and substrate

condition for 200 m.reach lengths. Relationships were

assessed between landscape and habitat variables and then

habitat and macroinvertebrate community variables using both

Pearson correlations and PCA. Strong correlations were found

even though the LUDA data are of fairly coarse resolution. A

finer resolution land use/land cover database would be useful

in defining variation in land use/land cover, physical

habitat, and macroinvertabrate communities, which would make

it more powerful for predicting trends in macroinvertebrate

assemblage composition. (Richards and Host, 1994).

METHODS

From photos to map

Development of a Classification System

A classification scheme was developed to obtain

information about aspects of the riparian landscape which are

thought to have an effect on fish and macroinvertebrate

assemblages. It is a hierarchical classification with three

general categories: undisturbed, partially disturbed, and

developed/disturbed. The classification scheme categories are

listed in Table 3. The hypothesis is that the greater the

anthropogenic development or disturbance on the landscape, the

greater the effects of various forms of pollution and

structural changes in the riparian zone, both streamside and

instream. These changes will not only be reflected but

measurable in the biotic assemblages.
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The objectives of this classification system are that it

should be biologically relevant, including information on all

aspects of the terrestrial landscape which will have an effect

on the instream biota. It is a functional approach, or

activity oriented, rather than a morphological or resource-

oriented approach, since the purpose is to obtain information

on the amount of anthropogenic activity across the landscape.

The system should be useful in all riparian areas. The

classes need to be well defined with no ambiguity so that

results are repeatable by other interpreters. None of the

classes should overlap, and each should be equally important

at its level in the hierarchy. When considering number of

classes, a balance must be met between providing information

that is important to the study objective, and simplicity of

the classification so that photointerpretation time is not

unnecessarily long. The classes should have an appropriate

level of detail for the scale of the final map (P0, 1986)

In general, developed/disturbed areas are those in which

there are currently one or more possibilities of some form of

pollution or physical alteration to the riparian zone or

stream channel. The partially disturbed classes include those

in which only results of past physical alteration or pollution

are evident. The undisturbed classes are those in which there

is no visible current pollution or physical alteration due to

the influence of humans. An effort was made to separate these

general sections by type of pollutant, intensity of pollutant,

or type or intensity of physical alteration. For this study,

forests are classified as closed canopy forest, forest with an

open canopy, or recently clearcut forest to provide

information about the amount of canopy cover and root

structure. Closed canopy forest is separated into deciduous,

coniferous, and mixed since the leaf litter from deciduous and

conifer trees becomes a food source for different types of

macroinvertebrates. This classification system has been

limited to the land use/land cover types found in the central



part of western Oregon.

Agricultural classes were separated on the basis of the

amount of erosion or sediment transport associated with a type

of crop management, and also according to the amounts of

fertilizer and/or pesticide used. These classes include

intense agriculture (row crops), less intense agriculture

(grass-seed, hay, pasture, and wheat), and tree and vine crops

(Christmas tree farm, orchard, and vineyard)

Types of pollutants in agricultural areas are sediment

from recently plowed or unvegetated soil, excessive nutrients

(especially phosphorus and nitrogen) or pesticides, oxygen

demanding substances (such as decaying plants), bacteria, and

animal waste (Brach, 1990). Amount of nutrient transport

depends on the amount of cultivation, amount of possible

erosion, amount of irrigation, and application of fertilizer,

pesticides, herbicides, or fungicides. The amount of erosion

depends on the extent of exposed soil and the type of soil; a

well drained soil will not erode as much.

In the western Cascades, some of these same pollutants

can be present as a result of timber harvest practices. Soil

erosion is more likely to occur on recently clearcut

forestland than in the valley since the slope of forestland

is far greater (see study creek slopes in Table 1) . The

location of roads can affect slope stability depending on

whether they are ridgetop, mid-slope, or streamside roads.

Road cuts are a possible source of erosion depending on the

slope of the cut and the type of soil or rock. Road turn-

outs, since they are areas of either compaction or pavement,

prevent excess water from infiltrating the soil. The

increased possibility of landslides has already been

mentioned, and a "debris flow" can scour the streambed and

banks of a stretch of a Cascade stream, at the same time

uprooting vegetation on the banks.

In both ecoregions, water temperature is an important

factor in the health of many fish. Trees lining both
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streambanks will keep the stream temperature cooler and more

constant than a stream which has been clearcut or plowed to

the edge, thus the need for the variable "tree-lined stream"

if the stream is not bordered by partially disturbed or

undisturbed forest. These same trees increase streambank

stability with their network of root systems, and this

stability prevents streambank erosion. A naturally forested

riparian area provides leaf litter to prevent soil from being

washed into the stream and tree canopy to prevent heavy rains

from eroding the soil.

Within the urban landscape, there are different land use

practices which affect the stream biota. Paved streets and

parking lots increase runoff from storm events which can

result in an increase in flooding and channel scouring. City

development within riparian zones eliminates of-channe1

wetlands and reduces channel complexity, which adversely

affects biotic habitat and reduces nutrient filtering.

Excessive use of fertilizers and pesticides can occur in

cities, as can excessive use of phosphates. And industrial

areas can be point sources of various types of stream

pollutants, for example, dioxin from paper mills or warm water

from nuclear power plants. Some of these land use practices

are relatively small in their effect on stream biota as

individual events, but their "impacts accumulate over time and

space to cause significant environmental degradation.

Cumulative impact, the incremental impact of an action hen

added to other past, present, and reasonable foreseeable

future actions," is currently an area of concern to all water

resource scientists (Johnston et al., 1988).

Digitized linear information for this classification

includes streams, channelized streams, tree-lined streams,

dirt and paved roads, and railroads. A road density index in

kilometers per square kilometer (to include dirt and paved

roads and railroads) was calculated for each stream to give

additional information on degree of anthropogenic disturbance.
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Table 3. Riparian Land Use/Land Cover Classification

AREAL

1. DISTURBED/DEVELOPED (currently a possibility of chemical
pollution or physical alteration to the riparian zone or
stream)

DR Urban or Rural Residential. This class is comprised of
areas covered with houses, trailers, or apartments. It
includes any surrounding residential landscaping, and also
recreation facilities which don't fall into the Golf Course or
Park class, such as a swimming pool or tennis court.
Cemeteries are included in this class.

DI Industrial or Commercial. This class is made up of two
closely related subclasses. The commercial class includes all
areas used for the sale of products and services, plus parking
lots and storage areas. The industrial class includes areas
used for any type of product manufacturing, and will include
large buildings, storage areas, loading docks, parking areas,
and associated landscaped and waste disposal areas. Timber
mills, water and wastewater treatment plants are included in
this class.

DP Park or Golf Course. This class includes areas used by
the public which are mowed and fertilized regularly, such as a
city park, a golf course, or any other such area.

DA Intense Agriculture. Agricultural land is defined as
land used for food or fiber production. It includes row

crops such as corn and other vegetables which are planted
every year, since each year the field will be cultivated,
fertilized, and irrigated. Interpretation cues are parallel
rows closely spaced, with road access and sometimes irrigation
pipelines.

DL Less Intense Agriculture. Grass-seed, hay, pasture, and
wheat are included in this class since they are continuous
cover crops. These different crop types are difficult to
distinguish on airphotos, so they are often included in the
same class.

DT Tree or Vine Crops. This agricultural class includes
tree farms, fruit or nut orchards, berries, and vineyards.
Here also parallel rows are seen on the imagery, but the
distances between the rows are greater than row crops.
Conical shapes are distinctive for Christmas tree farms, as
are circular tree shapes for orchards.
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DF Other Farmland Use. Land which adjoins agricultural
fields or rural residences, but is not currently used for
production falls into this class, e.g., a corral, a dumping
area, or field access.

DC Clearcut Forest. In this class is included timberland
which has recently been clearcut. Interpretation cues are 95%
bare ground, skid trails, logs on ground, and yarding areas
with road access. The area may or may not be reforested.

DX Road Cut or Turn-out. This class includes the bare
hillslope, or road cut, which was created when the adjoining
road was built. Also included here are road turn-outs for
vehicles.

DM Mining. Gravel Pit, or Borrow Pit. This class includes
land on which the vegetation and overburden have been removed
to
extract the underlying rock, soil, or gravel.

DD Reservoir or Dam. Area covered with water due to
artificial impoundment, or the dam itself. Also included is
the non-vegetated shoreline bordering the water, if the water
level is low.

DO Disturbed Other. Area in which there is an undetermined
or unusual disturbance to the natural land cover.

2. PARTIALLY DISTURBED (only results of past physical
alteration or pollution are evident)

PF Partially Forested. Any forested land in which the
trees present an open canopy, their branches do not coalesce.
Most often these areas are maturing reforested areas
previously altered due to timber harvest or agriculture,
occasionally to road-building. An interpretation cue is the
road access to these areas. In the Cascades, these areas are
often even aged stands.

PA Abandoned Field, Shrub. An area which was previously
used, but is not currently being used, for agricultural
purposes, in which natural vegetation is starting to return.
Once trees become identifiable, this is classed as Partially
Forested.

3. UNDISTURBED (little or no evidence of anthropogenic
alteration or development)

UD Closed Canopy Forest, Deciduous. Greater than 80%
deciduous forest, allowing for natural forest gaps. This
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class is composed mainly of Oregon white oak, red alder,
cottonwood, bigleaf maple, vine maple, and willow.

tJC Closed Canopy Forest, Coniferous. Greater than 80%
coniferous forest, allowing for natural forest gaps. This
class is composed mainly of Douglas fir, western red cedar,
and western hemlock.

UN Closed Canopy Forest, Mixed. Neither deciduous or
coniferous forest is greater than 80%.

UO Undisturbed Other. Included in this class are natural
non-forest land cover, such as gravel bars near rivers, and
rocky outcrops in the mountains.

UW Water. Lakes, rivers, and wetlands are included in this
class. "Wetlands are those areas where the water table is at,
near, or above the land surface for a significant part of most
years." "[A]quatic or hydrophytic vegetation usually is
established," and wetlands are "frequently are associated with
topographic lows." (Anderson, 1976) This class includes
seasonally flooded lands; interpretation cues are low-lying
land within the floodplain which is not being used for
agriculture..

LINEAR

1. STREAMS

S stream, natural channel
ST tree-lined stream, trees on both sides
Cli channelized stream, obviously straightened
SD drainage ditch, currently not flowing, adjacent to

agricultural or urban land.

2. ROADS

RD dirt road. Light brown colored road, not in an area of
high road use.

DP paved road. Gray colored road, often with white or
yellow lines visible, in urban or rural residential areas.
RR railroad.

Photointerpretation

The airphotos for this project are 22.5 X 22.5 cm. color

diapositives flown to the project specifications by WAC Corp.,

Eugene, Oregon in August, 1992. The camera used was a Zeiss

RMK A 30/23, with a 305.420 mm lens. For each stream reach
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there are three photos along a flight line, so there are two

stereopairs for each stream reach. The scale of the photos is

1:10,000; at this scale, 2.54 cm. = 254 m. on the photo, and

each photo covers 5.23 sq. kin. (2.02 sq. ml.). The cost of

these photos was $1350.00 for 18 stream sites. The choice

between color and color infrared (CIR) film was difficult; CIR

would have been preferred for better distinction between

deciduous and coniferous foliage, and easier interpretation of

aquatic vegetation and also water. However, at the time the

order was placed, the sun angle was lower than optimal, and

color provides more details in shadows, which are black on CIR

film (Avery and Berlin, 1992). Diapositives offer better

resolution than prints, thus a greater clarity of details and

outlines, but must be viewed on a light table. A Leitz/Sokkia

mirror streoscope with a track attachment was used for

photointerpretation. The track attachment provides a means of

moving the stereoscope across the stereopair without

readjusting the photos. Most often the 3X ocular was used for

magnification.

Before beginning the interpretation process, the minimum

area classified for the land use/land cover map must be

determined. A square polygon 0.5 cm. on a side is the minimum

mapping unit for this study, which would be 2508 sq. m. (0.64

acres) at this scale. Avery and Berlin (1992) state that the

size of the minimum map unit depends on the scale and

resolution of the imagery being interpreted and the scale of

the final map. Paine (1981) adds that the minimum area should

be large enough to label the polygon with the legend symbol.

It seems to me that other factors related to the digital

mapping process must be taken into account: the smallest

polygon size MDSD can digitize (which depends on the

resolution of the digitizing board), and the smallest size

polygon ARC/INFO can process and not collapse. Also

considered for this study was the size of the smallest polygon

that I can interpret, draw, and label. A square polygon 0.5
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cm. on a side satisfies these criteria.

The process of photointerpretation for each stream was as

follows: 1.) Choose the photo with the stream reach well-

centered, then tape mylar over the photo; 2.) Label the mylar

with the photo number and mark fiducials, and delineate

polygons and lines according to the classification. As P0

(1986) states in his chapter on land use/land cover

interpretation, "this requires the application of the

following image characteristics: size, shape, shadow, texture,

tone, pattern, site and association. Texture, tone and

pattern are particularly useful to land cover interpretation

whereas association helps to infer human activities (land

use) ." Each polygon and line was labelled using a two letter

class code; black film lead pencil was used for polygons and

red for lines to make it easier to do the quality assurance

(QA) checks to insure that all classes have been interpreted,

and also (later in this process) to insure that all lines have

been digitized using MDSD.

The collection of reference data, or ground truthing, is

an important part in the process of creating a map from an

airphoto. When interpreting airphotos, reference data can

serve different purposes: (1) aiding in interpretation and (2)

verifying interpreted information (Lillesand and Kiefer,

1987) . Also, the accuracy of a land use/land cover map can be

determined by ground truthing (field checking) a certain

number of areas determined by a sound statistical sampling

design (P0, 1986). This seems to me a useful method when

interpreting over a large area with medium to small scale

photos. However, Dobson (1993) questions the wisdon in the

use of a map of finer resolution in judging the accuracy of a

newly created map, or judging the accuracy of the new map by

ground truthing. If you pick a point on the new map and

travel to that point or look at the class of that point on a

finer resolution map, it is likely to be a different class

since the resolution is finer.
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To aid in interpretation, reference data used during this

study included USGS 1:24,000 scale topographic quads and

Natural Vegetation of Oreaon and Washington (Franklin and

Dyrness, 1973), which has forest composition descriptions for

each vegetation zone. Maps are useful as supplemental

materials if they are at the same or larger scale than the

imagery and not outdated, so the topo maps were not ideal, but

the only maps available. Talking to the people who did the

extensive field studies at each of these streams was very

helpful. For example, along Black Ck., a Cascade stream, is a

section of the stream which is vegetated only with shrubs and

forbs, and surrounded by closed canopy forest maybe 100 meters

away from the stream. This is an unusual situation, since no

timber companies would log along a stream and not on the

surrounding slopes. George Robison, who did much of the field

work, stated that he thought this section and surrounding

slopes had been logged many years ago, but the riparian area

had not revegetated as had the slopes due to the soil being

mostly large gravel.

Another aid in interpretation was my own field checking,

which was accomplished when I assisted in the field work for

the OSU/EPA Stream Pilot Study. I went to five of the

streams to enter data onto a physical habitat form, which was

a part of the bird studies component. The stream reach for

the bird studies was 1,000 meters in length, and physical

habitat was recorded every 100 meters along one side of the

stream. I also assisted with macroinvertebrate sampling at

two of the streams.

The most difficult part of the photointerpretation

process was drawing lines between some of the classes such as

UC and UN, UD and UN, PF and UO, DR and DF. Making decisions

as to where to draw a line between two areas which are

similar, and often have an area between them which is a

transition zone between the two classes, is mentally taxing.

These delineation decisions must be made as consistently as
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possible and without belaboring them. Another difficulty was

the interpretation of stream channels in the mountainous

areas, since many of the streams are under vegetative cover.

In the western Cascades, cues as to the location of the

perennial streams are the degree of the slope, size of the

upland slope area, and the darker band of vegetation at the

bottom of the V-shaped valley. In the valleys, delineation of

the streams was easier since agricultural fields are often

plowed almost to the edge of the streams.

MDSD - - Creating Maps from Single Aerial Photographs

The next step in this process is to create a

planimetrically correct map from a single photo or stereo

photo pairs using MDSD. When viewing air photos, it is

tempting to think that a map could be created directly from

the airphoto. However, several major difficulties prevent

this: the tilt, tip, and crab of the plane carrying the

camera; the radial displacement of photo images in areas of

terrain relief, the differences in scale throughout the photo,

and the error inherent in any metric camera. Table 4

summarizes the work flow and files needed by MDSD.

To overcome these difficulties, efforts must be made to

obtain two specific types of information to be used by MDSD.

Camera calibration records are needed for the camera which

took each airphoto. The USGS provides calibration for most

metric, or mapping, cameras, and the 1:10,000 scale photo

camera calibration records were available from WAC. From

these records, the exact focal length of the lens can be

obtained, as can the precise X,Y coordinates of the fiducials

measured to the nearest .001 mm. The principal point is the

point of origin for the camera coordinate system.

Also imperative for MDSD use is elevation information

from digital elevation models, or DEN's. Creation of a

planimetric map from a single airphoto is dependent upon

availability of the appropriate DEN. The type of DEM used for

this study is a regular array of elevations in digital format
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referenced to mean sea level. The U.S. Geological Survey

(USGS), U.S. Forest Service (FS), and Bureau of Land

Management (BLM) are each currently producing DEMs. For this

study, twelve DEM5 were obtained from the FS and one from BLM.

Both DEM grids are referenced in the UTM coordinate system.

United States DEM coverage is incomplete, and in western

Oregon much of the Willamette Valley is not available. For

the valley streams, an "Internal DEM" created by MDSD using

the control point elevations was used, and one of the Cascade

study streams was not mapped since the DEM is currently not

available.

DEM's are created in several widely varying methods.

Currently the U.S. Forest Service Geometronics Center in Salt

Lake City uses a program called Line Trace Plus (LTP1us),

which scans contour lines from 1:24,000 scale topo maps at a

resolution of 50 microns (about 500 pixels per inch) in raster

format. LTP1us processes the data to vector format

automatically, elevation attributes are added manually, and

another software program called DEMPC grids the contour data

to produce the DEN. Using DEMPC, the DEM data can be edited

and edge-matched (McGaughey, 1994).

When considering the accuracy of a DEN, several factors

are important. Most obvious is the grid spacing used to

sample the data source, and the details available from the

scale of the data source. Also important are the horizontal

and the vertical dimensions of the DEN. For the horizontal

dimension, the grid spacing is 30 meters for the 1:24,000

DEN's produced by the FS and USGS, and 20 meters for those

produced by the BLM. The smaller the grid size, the more

accurately the terrain will be represented. A smaller grid

size is important to more accurately represent mountainous

terrain, and it becomes even more critical the more irregular

the surface is. With the larger grid size DEM5, an

undesirable smoothing of the terrain occurs. When considering

the vertical aspects of a DEN, four things are important: size
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of the horizontal grid, method of collecting and processing

data, quality of source materials, and quality of the

digitizing system (USGS 1987) . At each step in the production

process, accuracy criteria of the outcome must be adhered to,

since errors produced in each step are compounded by each of

the ensuing steps.

When the USGS determines the accuracy of a DEM, a minimum

of 28 test points are chosen, 20 interior points and 8 edge

points (USGS-, 1987) . These points should be well distributed

across a 7.5-minute quad and represent the terrain well. The

elevations of these test points are compared with the "true

elevation" from the USGS 7.5' topo, the RMSE is computed, and

the overall accuracy of the DEN is classed as either 0-7

meters or 8-15 meters. For a level one DEN, the desired

accuracy standard is 7 meters and the maximum permitted is 15

meters (USGS, 1987)

One characteristic of the USGS DEN format which has given

rise to problems in this project is the representation of

elevations along the quad edges. Four of the fifteen streams

were located on the border of two USGS 7.5' quads. USGS

topographic quads are referenced in the geographic coordinate

system in which the lines of longitude converge at true north;

however, the DEN grid data "profiles" are referenced in the

UTM coordinate system, in which the parallel north/south lines

are pointing towards grid north. The angular difference

between the DEM grid lines and the topographic map neatlines

results in slivers of area without elevation data. There is

no overlap outside the topographic map edges with the data

provided. A major problem encountered during use of MDSD was

that inaccurate values were extracted from the DEM along the

DEN edge, resulting in some extremely jagged lines along one

edge of the map after it was transported into ARC/INFO (see

Figure 2).

Fortunately, the Forest Service Pacific Northwest

Research Station has developed software which, among other
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Fig.2. Calapooia Ck. Digitized Lines

Using Inaccurate DEM Vol ues

Natural stream
Dirt road

1:14,000 Polygon boundary
J. Ely 3/95



things, combines two adjoining DEMs. PLANS, or Preliminary

Logging Analysis System, thus permits uninterrupted use of the

area along the edges of two DEM5 by providing continuous

elevation values.

Much of the following information has been gleaned from

the documentation provided with MDSD, written by Ward Carson

and William Warner. The first operation in using MDSD

involves determining the xyz position of the camera projection

center and the angular orientation of the film focal plane

with respect to the ground. First, the photo coordinate

system is established 4by placing the photo on the digitizing

board and digitizing the four fiducial marks, which are

calibrated reference marks on the photo. This will identify

for MDSD the location of the photo on the digitizing board.

During the following operation called interior orientation,

MDSD uses the fiducial coordinates from the camera calibration

records (which have been entered into a camera file) plus the

fiducial mark locations on the digitizing board. Interior

orientation is a transformation between the camera coordinate

system and the digitizer coordinate system. This MDSD process

is based on an affine transformation and takes into account

the rotation of the airphoto and any change of scale of the

photo occurring between the time the photo was taken and the

present. The results of the interior orientation reveal the

changes along the X and Y axes.

One more piece of information is necessary to determine

the camera projection center and the film plane orientation,

the set of control points on the photo which have known ground

coordinates. In this step the focus is on the relationship of

the film plane with the ground. For each stream site,

1:24,000 scale USGS topographic maps were used to digitize

four geographic coordinates (latitude/longitude), and then ten

or more control points with their spot elevations. These

points were chosen to be well-distributed within the air

photo, and also were easily located on the photos. The file
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created is a control point file which contains map coordinates

(x y z) in UTM units or meters (see Table 4).

Next, these same ten or more control points are digitized

from a medium scale photo, most often at a 1:31,680 scale for

this project, to create a pass point file. Since the photos

of the study streams are large scale, with very few points in

common with the USGS topo quads to obtain elevation from,

control points must be "passed' from the 1:30,000 photos to

the 1:10,000 photos. So from the 1:30,000 photos, ten or more

points of known elevation are digitized, in addition to six

points in common with the 1:10,000 photos, well-distributed

throughout the larger scale photo. Each of these control

point files contains photo coordinates. Of course, the six

pass points which "bridge control" must then be digitized from

the 1:10,000 photos.

Each time control points are digitized from an airphoto,

the location of the photo on the digitizing board must be

registered, an interior orientation is performed, control

points are entered, and an absolute orientation is performed.

The purpose of this process is to determine the film plane

orientation with the ground at the time of exposure, and the

point from which the photo was taken (the xyz corrdinates of

the camera projection) . MDSD computes space resection

solutions to fit the image to the ground. After performing an

absolute orientation, the exact scale of the photo has been

computed; this number is the result of dividing the average of

all known distances between control points on the ground by

the average of all known distances on the photo. The three

angles of camera orientation are also computed: tilt or

rotation about the x-axis (omega), tip or rotation about the

y-axis (phi), and crab or rotation about the z-axis (kappa).

While performing absolute orientation, MDSD performs a

least squares fit to compute residuals to determine the

accuracy of the fit. It is possible to omit one or more

points from the absolute orientation procedure to obtain a
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better fit.

To summarize what has been done so far, ten or more

points have been digitized from the mid-scale photos, control

point with known elevations. Then six points have been

digitized from both the middle scale and large scale photos to

"pass control" to the large scale photos. The mid-scale

photos 'are needed to "bridge control1 between the topo maps

and large scale photos.

In the Willamette Valley, five out of the six stream

sites flow through very flat terrain. The thirteen control

points for Camous Creek differ in elevation by only 3.4

meters, for Muddy Creek at Findley Refuge the difference is

5.6 m. In areas of low relief, MDSD can be used to create an

"Internal DEM." In this project, the Internal DEM was created

using elevations of the six control points for each stream;

these elevations were interpolated from elevations of the ten

plus surrounding controL points. Accuracy of the maps created

using either a USGS Internal DEM's can be estimated using the

following equation,

/p=r/f*Az

where p is planimetric error, r is the distance between the

perspective point of the airphoto and the point in question, f

is the focal length, and z is the true elevation. If the

accuracy of the DEM is ±7 rn., f is 305 mm, and r is 12.5 cm,

then the planimetric error is less than or equal to 2.8 m. (W.

Carson, Pers. Cornm)

At this point all the necessary information has been

collected into appropriate files. The correct JOBFILE is

chosen, the corresponding DEM is "invoked," and digitizing can

commence. Information is collected in the form of photo

coordinates and transformed to ground coordinates. MDSD is

equipped with a continuous digitizer, after pressing one

cursor button, a continuous line is digitized placing a
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coordinate every 0.5 mm in the photo coordinate system. This

distance can be changed depending on the project requirements.

All lines are digitized into one file; some lines have line

attributes only, some lines form polygons only, and some lines

function as both a line (stream or road) and a polygon border

(see final maps in Appendix A). Lines are given object

numbers according to their classification (road or stream

type). The polygons will have attributes assigned using

ARC/INFO. With this last step, MDSD has enabled us to

digitize ground coordinates from the large scale photos, which

were oriented from the medium scale photos.

Table 4. MDSD Work Flow

A. PURPOSE: Determine xyz
of camera projection
center; determine angular
orientation of film focal
plane with respect to
ground.

Interior orientation FILES NEEDED:
Tells MDSD where the photos Camera calibration records
are placed on digitizer. --camera focal length
Mathematically fits --fiducial (camera)
fiducials to digitizer coordinates
coordinate system. Topographic maps, 1:24,000

--10+ points & spot
elevations
Airphotos, 1:30,000
--10+ points, photo
coordinates
---6 points to pass control
Airphotos, 1:10,000
--6 points (photo
coordinates)

Absolute orientation FILES NEEDED:
Statistically fit the photo Photo coordinates.
measurements to control Control point coordinates
points, compute location & with known ground
orientation of airphoto. coordinates xyz.

B. PURPOSE:
Account for relief
displacement.
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MDSD PROCESSES: FILES NEEDED:
Fit photo image to DEM DEN
give each point digitized a --30 meter resolution from
value for elevation based FS, 20 m. from BLM.
upon DEM. --needed in areas of

terrain relief
Create internal DEM from MDSD Internal DTM
control points --can be used in areas of
--Use elevation of 6 pass flat topography (Willamette
points interpolated from Valley).
10+ points of known
elevation.

C. PURPOSE:
Create map by translating
the orientation of photo,
DEM terrain info, and photo
coordinates into ground
coordinates. Each point
and line will be
planimetrically correct.

MDSD PROCESS: FILES NEEDED:
Digitize, or enter points JOBFILE with xyz of 6 pass
and lines from photos into points, angular orientation
MDSD, creating a digital of film plane, and xyz of
file. camera projection center.

D. PURPOSE:
Create Ascii file of line
coordinates to export to
ARC/INFO.

MDSD PROCESS: FILES NEEDED:
DATAOUT, using a format --JOBFILE
statement, changes MDSD --MDSD Format file.
file to digital file
correctly formatted for
ARC/INFO GENERATE command.

Errors in the process of data input to GIS are in two

general categories: inherent and operational. Inherent errors

are the errors which can be found in original sources, USGS

topographic maps, for example. Also to be considered are

operational or human errors, which can occur at each step in

this multistep process. Operational errors can include

positional errors (incorrect placement of a line) or

identification errors (mislabelling a polygon or line). For
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quality assessment, it is imperative that the work done is

checked carefully at each step since some GIS errors can

increase at each step (Kiser and Paine, 1989) . Lines and

polygons can be plotted using ARC/INFO to compare to photo

overlays to check inclusion of all lines and polygons and

assignment of correct class.

ARC/INFO

Only a few of the many powerful spatial analysis

capabilities of a GIS were utilized in this study, those of

buffering the stream reach and using the resultant digital map

coverage to "clip" out the desired area of the stream segment

(two upstream and one downstream reaches) . For certain,

buffering the stream segment would be difficult by hand, as

would be measuring distance of the stream length for which

there are field studies. The files of digitized lines from

MDSD were exported as lists of x,y coordinates for each line.

When these Ascii files were transferred to the Sun

workstation, and converted from DOS to UNIX, an ARC/INFO line

coverage was created using GENERATE. For each stream

coverage, editing was required to close polygons and remove

dangling arcs. Some of the lines have line attributes, and

some have polygon attributes according to the classification

scheme. So each stream coverage has an Arc Attribute Table

and a Polygon Attribute Table, with the item CLASS containing

the classification information.

A method was developed using ARC/INFO Dynamic

Segmentation commands to measure specific distances up- and

downstream from the start of the study stream segment. It was

also possible to select the exact length of each stream

segment by creating an event database, and then using the

EVENTLINE command. This selected the correct stream reach

length to buffer, including two upstream and one downstream

segments.

Once the riparian coverages were created, after clipping

the land use/land cover coverage with the buffered line
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coverage, the result was a coverage for each stream of land

use/landcover within a 250 meter distance from the stream.

At this time, the classification code was entered for each

polygon using ARCEDIT. Percentages of each class were

calculated in INFO, and output to an Ascii file for each

stream.

Land use/land cover class totals were output from-

ARC/INFO and loaded into QuatroPro to analyze. Percentages of

each land use/land cover class for each stream were calculated

and histograms were created for each stream using QuatroPro.

To facilitate arranging study sites on a continuum from least

to most disturbed, 100% stacked bar comparison graphs were

placed side by side for valley and Cascade streams.

RESULTS

A look at the land use/land cover of the seven valley

streams reveals the class with the largest percentage to be

Less Intense Agriculture (DL); each stream site rip.arian area

is composed of more than 23% DL, with five sites more than 42%

DL (see Table 5a and maps in Appendix I). Camous Ck. is the

highest with 93.5% DL. Other classes which are found in high

percentages in valley sites are Urban Residential (DR) at

Pringle Ck. in Salem, Closed Canopy Forest, Deciduous (UD) and

Water (UW) at Muddy Ck. at Finley, and Closed Canopy Forest,

Mixed (UN) at Reese Ck. Other classes commonly found at

valley sites in smaller percentages are Other Farmland Use

(DF), Urban or Rural Residential (DR), Partially Forested (PF)

and Closed Canopy Forest, Deciduous (UD) (Willamette Valley

oak groves and ash) . Classes most often found alongside these

valley stream reaches are all Disturbed classifications with

the exception of UD, UW, and tJM.

Road Density (RD) is the sum of all lengths of paved

road, dirt road, and railroad for each stream buffer,

calculated in krn./sq. km. Among the valley streams, RD is the

highest at Pringle, which is to be expected of a stream reach
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at the edge of Salem. RD is high at Smailman and Reese and

very low at Beaver and Muddy Ck. at Finley (See Figure 5).

Among the mountain stream sites, most of the land

use/land cover consists of Closed Canopy Forest, Coniferous

(UC) with all eight stream buffers consisting of more than

15.9% UC, and six streams more than 47.9% UC (see Table 5b and

maps in Appendix I)! Walker Ck. in the Three Sisters

Wilderness Area is 100% UC as expected. Black and Calapooia

had high percentages of PF, and Ennis had a high percentage of

UD. Alongside the eight mountain streams, the land use/land

cover classes commonly found in smaller amounts are Clearcut

Forest (DC) at four sites, Road Cut or Turn-out (DK) at five

sites, Mining, Gravel or Borrow Pit (DM) at two sites, and UD

and UN along stream edges. Road Density for the mountain

streams is highest at Black, Lookout, and Gate, where the road

runs parallel to the stream throughout the buffer, and lowest

at Walker Ck.

Within the 250 m. buffer for these fifteen stream reaches

there is no Industrial or Commercial, Reservoir or Dam, or

Intense Agriculture land use/land cover. However, on the

fifteen stereopairs interpreted, land can be found which would

fall in each of these classes.
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Table 5a. Valley Stream Land Use/Land Cover Percentages

BEA CAM MUD/COB MUD/FIN PRI REE SMA

DA 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

DC 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

DF 2.89 3.36 1.05 0.00 10.09 0.61 6.80

DI 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

DK 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.00

DL 64.69 93.55 86.31 32.22 45.08 23.38 42.86

DM 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

DO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.53 0.00

DP 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.37 0.00 0.00

DR 0.00 1.94 2.24 0.00 44.46 1.29 1.02

DT 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.82 0.00

PA 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.45 0.00 0.00 0.00

PF 0.97 1.15 1.64 4.51 0.00 16.02 23.08

UC 0.74 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 11.96 0.00

UD 15.62 0.00 8.65 38.92 0.00 0.01 16.03

UM 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 39.38 10.21

UO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

UW 14.97' 0.00 0.11 23.61 0.00 0.00 0.00

Undis. 31.44 0.00 8.76 62.54 0.00 51.35 26.25

PrDis. 0.97 1.15 1.64 4.96 0.00 16.02 23.08

Dis. 67.59 98.85 89.60 32.50 100.00 32.63 50.67

TOT 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

RD 0.84 2.36 2.96 1.13 6.82 3.67 4.36
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Table 5b. Mountain Stream Land Use/Land Cover Percentages

BLA CAL ENN GAT LOO MAC POT WAL

DA 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

DC 18.21 11.66 13.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.30 0.00

DF 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

DI 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

DK 0.00 0.39 0.76 0.20 0.87 0.00 0.33 0.00

DL 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

DM 0.43 0.00 0.00 0.51 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

DO 0.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.46 0.00 0.87 0.00

DP 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

DR 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.14 0.00 0.00 0.00

DT 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

PA 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

PF 50.48 71.50 0.00 0.81 10.44 4.38 5.48 0.00

UC 30.53 15.87 47.87 78.47 79.47 95.62 52.07 100.00

UD 0.00 0.00 28.65 8.32 0.57 0.00 8.71 0.00

UM 0.00 0.00 9.07 11.69 6.04 0.00 15.25 0.00

UO 0.00 0.57 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Uw 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Undis. 30.53 16.45 85.74 98.48 86.09 95.62 76.03 100.00

PrDis. 50.48 71.50 0.00 .81 10.44 4.38 5.48 0.00

Dist. 18.99 12.05 14.26 0.71 3.48 0.00 18.49 0.00

TOT 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

RD 4.50 1.36 2.84 3.07 4.16 1.24 1.20 0



In the process of arranging these sites on a continuum

from undisturbed to anthropogenically disturbed, an Index of

Riparian Disturbance was created, with five metrics: %

forestry activity, % agricultural activity, % residental or

commercial area, % partially disturbed area, and Road Density

* 10. Percentages were added for each metric for each stream,

and the resulting score was used to indicate the amount of

disturbance present at each stream site. Stacked bar

comparison histograms were used for a visual aid (Figures 3,

4,and 5), and results are shown in Tables 6a and 6b, including

the continuum of sites from least to most disturbed.

Partially Disturbed classes were combined with Disturbed for

this study, since these areas have been disturbed by human

activities at some time in the past.

Table 6a. Index of Riparian Disturbance, Valley Streams.

BEA CAN COB FIN PRI REE SMA

DC+DM

DA+DL+DF+DT+DK 67.58 96.91 87.36 32.51 55.17 30.81 49.66

DR+DI+DP 1.94 2.24 44.83 1.29 1.02

PF+PA .97 1.15 1.64 4.96 16.02 23.08

RD*lO 8.40 23.60 29.60 11.30 68.20 36.70 43.60

TOT 76.95 123.60 120.84 48.77 168.20 84.82 117.36

Valley Streams from Least to Most Disturbed:

Muddy at Finley, Beaver, Reese, Smallman, Muddy at Coburg,

Camous, Pringle.
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Table 6b. Index of Riparian Disturbance, Mountain Streams.

BLA CAL ENN GAT LOO MAC POT WAL

DC+DM 18.64 12.05 14.26 .71 .87 17.63

DA+DL+DF+DT+DK 2 .14

DR+DI+DP

PF+PA 50.48 71.50 .81 10.44 4.38 5.48

RD*10 45.00 13.60 28.40 30.70 41.60 12.40 12.00 0

TOT 114.12 97.15 42.66 32.22 55.05 16.78 35.11 0

Mountain Streams from Least to Most Disturbed:

Walker, Mack, Gate, Potts, Ennis, Lookout, Calapooia, Black.

In the mountain streams, Walker is the least disturbed

stream site, with 100% UC and an RD of 0. Mack Ck. is a close

second on the continuum with 96% UC, 4% PF, and an RD of 1.24.

The most disturbed stream reach in this group is Black Ck.,

with 50% PF, 31% UC, 18% DC, small amounts of DC, DM, and DO,

and a RD of 4.50. Pringle Ck. is undeniably the most highly

disturbed stream reach in the valley, with a RD of 6.82 and

45% DL, 44% DR, 10% DF and small amounts of Park or Golf

Course (DP) . An agricultural site, Camous Ck., is a close

second, being surrounded with 94% DL and small amounts of

DF,DR, and PF, and a RD of 2.36. There are some less

disturbed sites in the Willamette Valley, however, note that

the most disturbed mountain site was 19% disturbed, and the

least disturbed valley site was 32.5% disturbed lands! The

least disturbed valley stream reach is Muddy Ck. at Finley

National Wildlife Refuge. The land use/land cover of Muddy

Ck., which runs through McFadden Marsh, consists of 39% UD,

24% Water (UW), 32% DL, and small amounts of DK, PA, and PF.

Histograms showing land use/land cover of the least and most

disturbed stream sites can be found in the Appendix.

In this study, the Undisturbed class Water is suspected
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to be underestimated, since there are many problems with the

interpretation of wetlands in heavily vegetated areas. They

are not visible on airphotos under the tree canopy. They are

difficult to delineate to, especially when dry in summer. And

in western Oregon there are many small wetlands, which may not

be visible on imagery depending on the scale.

DISCUSSION

After finishing this study, the question to be asked is

how adequate is this method of representing and measuring

anthropogenic disturbance in the riparian buffer? The results

appear satisfactory with the following exceptions. All

disturbance classes are considered as equally harmful to

biota. In reality, some of these classes are responsible for

greater destruction of and disruption to the instream biota

than others, depending on the usage of hazardous chemicals,

amount of pavement, amount of cultivation, extent and location

of road-building, extent of clearcutting, and so on. When

trying to evaluate the success of this method of landscape

characterizaion, I see that adjacent to the Pringle Ck. buffer

is a large industrial complex with railroad tracks, and

adjacent to several of the mountain stream buffers are large

clearcuts, one with a concentrated maze of roads. So for some

studies, a larger buffer should be considered.

This group of mountain streams is probably unusual, with

a higher than usual precentage of undisturbed lands. This is

suspected after looking at many airphotos of the area and

travelling through the area. For any statistical statement

about valley or mountain stream land use/land cover in western

Oregon, a larger sample is necessary to have a representative

sample of stream reaches from each ecoregion. One general

rule of thumb is to have more observations than variables

before doing statistical analysis.

A suggestion is offered on streamlining this type of

study to shorten data collection time. For the classes which



are always found in small amounts (DK, DM), simply note

presence/absence rather than delineating, labelling,

digitizing with MDSD, and then editing lines and entering

codes in ARC/INFO.

Suggestions for further studies include the following.

Create two additional buffers, 50 m. and 10 m. To compare the

percentages of land use/land cover with the 250 m. buffer. Do

the three buffers indicate similar or different areal and

linear totals? The 10 m. buffer data, which will quantify the

land use/land cover immediately adjacent to the stream, will

be important to fish and macroinvertebrate studies.

In light of the fact that this study was time-consuming,

an investigation should be undertaken to determine if any of

this information could be obtained in other ways for a study

involving many streams. Road density could possibly be

derived from the transportation layer of the USGS 1:24,000

scale digital line graphs (DLG's), and a stream network

database from the hydrography layer. However, often the USGS

digital information is not available or outdated. Airphoto

interpretation offers the possiblity of current information if

current photos are available or contracted. Complete up-to-

date coverage is available for all of western Oregon from WAC,

Inc. (Eugene, OR) at a 1:31,680 scale, and the National Aerial

Photography Program (NAPP) promises to offer complete coverage

of the United States at a 1:40,000 scale in both CIR and black

and white.

CONCLUSION

It has long been realized that air photos are uniquely

useful for inventory and monitoring of a natural resource,

providing a wealth of information in one photo. Each photo

remains a historical document of condition at that time, and

can be compared at a later date to subsequent photos to

measure changes over time. Use of airphotos offers an



excellent way to visually and quantitatively characterize

streamside land use/land cover.

In light of the results of this study, the relatively new

PC software MDSD offers resource geographers a valuable tool

with which to map riparian areas of interest from airphotos at

a scale suitable to the study and at a reasonable cost.

Resulting maps are planimetrically correct, and fairly

accurate measurements can be made from them. Although MDSD is

time consuming to learn and also to use, it provides

information not otherwise obtainable. The resulting maps can

be used for many types of GIS analyses. These maps are

invaluable in providing a visual understanding of the spatial

relationships of an area. And the aerial and linear summaries

can be used in statistical analyses with related stream

phenomena or conditions, such as data on fish or

macroinvertebrate assemblages from field studies.
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Land Use/Land Cover Class Legend

Disturbed Classes

DR Urban or Rural Residential
DP Park or Golf Course
DL Less Intense Agriculture
DI Tree or Vine Crops
DF Other Farml and Use
DC CI earcut Forest
DF Road Cut or Turnout
DM Mining, Crave I or Borrow Pit
DO Disturbed Other

Part i ally Disturbed Classes

PF Partially Forested
PA Abandoned Field or Shrub

Undisturbed Classes

UD Forested Deciduous
UC Forested Con i ferous
UM Forested Mixed
UO Und i sturbed Other
UY' Y'ater

Linear Class Legend
Dirt road
Paved road
Ra I road
Natural stream
Channel i zed stream
Dry ditch
TreeIl ned stream

J. Eiy 3/95
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Figure A. 1
Beaver Ck . RI par ian Area
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Figure A.2
Camous Ck RI par ian Area
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Figure A.3
Muddy/Cobu rg Ck . RI par I an Area
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Figure A.4
Muddy/Finley Ck. Ri par Ian Area
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Figure A.5
Pringle Ok. Riparian Area
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Figure A.6
Reese Ok. RI pa ii an Area
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Figure A.7
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Figure A.8
Black Ok. RI par ian Area
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Figure A.9
Calapooia Ok. Riparian Area
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Figure A,1O
Enn is Ok. Ri par ian Area
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Figure A.11
Gate Ck. Riparian Area
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Figure A.13
Mack Ck . Ri par ian Area
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Figure A,14
Potts Ok. Riparian Area
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Figure A. 15
'Na I ker Ck . Ri par ian Area
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Figure B.2. Mountain Streams
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